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ABSTRACT

This internship report concerns the work done by 
myself and two other University of Arizona students. It 
was done to assist the Pima Association of Governments' 
Carpool Program. At the program^ inception little was 
known about the behavior and attitude of carpoolers or what 
would induce auto drivers to switch to carpooling. We 
attempted to discern these attitudes to help PAG design 
a new marketing technique. Basically a survey was designed, 
distributed, and analyzed to obtain this information. This 
report explains how this project took place, its results, 
and some conclusions about carpooling and surveying.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

On January 3» 197^ Secretary of Transportation 
Claude S. Brinegar announced inauguration of a nationwide 
effort to promote the use of carpooling. He said, "carpool
ing is a means immediately available to cope with the gaso
line shortage without severely restricting urban mobility. 
Americans must be persuaded to give up single passenger 
commuter travel wherever possible and use mass transit or 
c a r p o o l s . T o  do this the Department of Transportation 
(DOT) established a program under the Emergency Highway 
Conservation Act of 1974. Section 3 of this act authorized 
funding to assist local governments in determining and im
plementing the best way to achieve pooling. The goal of the 
program was to "satisfy travel requirements more efficiently 
by increasing passenger occupancy in autos and buses, there
by reducing the number of vehicles using the streets and 
highways." This program was to be operated through the 
local council of governments or regional planning commis
sion, since the scope of the problem would be area wide.

Application for demonstration monies was made by the 
Pima Association of Governments (PAG) in March 1974. The 
proposal stated the project would operate within the frame
work of the Arizona Transportation Control Plan as published 
in the Federal Register.^ The application was accepted and
a Letter of Agreement was signed between the Arizona
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2
Department of Transportation (ADOT) and PAG on October 23* 
1974.

The Carpool Demonstration Project was included in 
PAG's fiscal year 74-75 Overall Work Program and has been 
extended into 75-76. The federal share of $31,176 repre
sents 80$ of the project budget, with PAG being responsible 
for the non-federal match of 20$ or $12,794 (Pima County 
$6,077, City of Tucson, $6,077 and City of South Tucson 
$640). This covered the period from October 23, 1974 
through October 22, 1975. For the remainder of fiscal year 
75-76 a total of $46,500 has been requested ($42,394 federal, 
$2,012 Pima County, $2,012 City of Tucson and $82 City of 
South Tucson).

In October 1974 PAG established an office within 
its structure to operate the carpool program. This is a bit 
unusual since PAG is a planning and coordinating agency 
rather than an operational one, but no other agency would 
assume the responsibility for the program. Steven Volckmann, , 
one of PAG's planners, was given responsibility for organ
izing and operating the program. Initially he worked alone, 
using office clerical assistance, but was later assigned a 
permanent secretary. Recently he has been provided with an 
assistant for the rest of the current fiscal year. He spent 
the first five months organizing the operation, reviewing 
the available literature and current ideas about carpooling 
and deciding which approach he would take.

The project proposal had listed five main goals as



follows: "1. to maintain mobility in urban transportation 
in spite of any possible reduction in available fuel for 
privately owned automobiles; 2. to encourage a shift from 
low to high occupancy vehicle use, the shift in occupancy 
will be aimed at reducing Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and 
fuel consumption without restricting urban mobility; 3* to 
make more effective use of existing roads, streets and high 
ways, thereby minimizing congestion, delays, and driver 
frustration; 4. to augment the existing mass transit sys
tem, rather than encourage a switch from mass transit to 
carpools; 5» to reduce air pollution by encouraging car
pooling, to commute to and from work.



CHAPTER 2
NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

It was immediately apparent that not all travel 
lends itself to carpooling. To be effective, pooling 
requires the same people to make the same trip on a regular 
basis. This eliminates approximately 80-85% of all travel. 
The remaining 15-20# is travel that is considered commuting 
from home to work and meets the criterion presented. This 
would be the target group, at least at first.

Reviewing the literature about carpooling was fairly 
simple. It was practically non-existant. The last time 
carpooling had been used to any extent was during World 
War II. It had not been studied in depth and little was 
known about the attitudes of the people who had pooled.
Aside from that the reason for doing it was different, or at 
least appeared different. Gas, Tires, and autos were in very 
short supply during World War II and rationing made it almost 
a necessity to pool to get the maximum utilization from 
them. During the energy crisis in the winter of 73-?4 and 
subsequently this did not appear to be the case. To many 
people the crisis seemed contrived and it was expected to 
abate. Only the more farsighted realized this is part of a 
larger problem which is not going to go away. It was this 
energy crisis which caused the principal impetus for ef
forts concerned with carpooling.
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Actually there were other reasons that planners had 
been looking at carpooling with renewed interest. One of 
these was as a means of reducing congestion on the streets 
at peak hours (generally when commuters g'o to and return 
from work). This would also have other benefits. The re
duction in the number of vehicles would reduce the required 
number and size of streets and still allow reduced travel 
times. A second reason was that carpooling would reduce 
the number of vehicles which require parking facilities.
This would be especially beneficial in improved land use. 
Parking facilities could be eliminated or reduced and the 
area put to more productive use. A third reason was as a 
means of reducing air pollution: less cars, less pollution. 
All these ideas were very much in the planners minds but 
until the advent of the energy crisis little real work had 
been done concerning them from a standpoint of carpooling.

There were actually several carpool programs in 
operation around the country, but none were part of a larger 
concerted effort. To a great extent they were operated by 
individual companies, usually as a means to help reduce the 
requirements for employee parking. Some were quite success
ful (the McDonnell-Douglas plant in.St. Louis had "raised car 
occupancy from 1.4 to 2.8 occupants per vehicle). The con
sequent reduction in air pollution as a result of these 
kinds of programs caused the Environmental Protection Agency 
to view this as a potential means to control air pollution. 
In fact they established rates which would be considered
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adequate to meet certain federal standards. According to 
C. Lee Fox, Pima County Air Quality Director, a regional 
goal of 40$ carpooling (current rate is 3^  according to 
Volckmann) would meet federal standards.̂



CHAPTER 3 
LOCAL IDEAS

Volckmann attended a meeting in Washington D. C. in 
December 1974 for coordination with other program adminis
trators. Here he secured the.available information about 
carpools run by other cities and companies. This allowed 
him to see what was being done elsewhere and how the pro
grams could be adapted locally. Phoenix had been involved 
in one of these projects and had some data we made refer
ence to. The literature showed several approaches and in 
November 1974 the Urban Mass Transportation Administration 
(UMTA) published a handbook^ describing what everyone in 
the country who was involved in pooling had learned and 
where this information could be obtained.

The problem can generally be broken down into sever 
al areas. First is.to decide how to organize the program. 
After this the approaches to matching poolers, incentives 
to carpooling and more elaborate systems need to be exam
ined. The local program was organized so the carpool coord 
inator would work with individual employers to provide 
assistance in establishing their own programs. The initial 
emphasis was on the Central Business District, especially 
the governmental agencies. This was followed by contact 
with the other major employers (over $0 employees) or act
ivity centers (El Con, hospitals, etc.). This was later
expanded to adjacent areas with less than 50 employees.
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The employers were offered assistance in the form of inform
ation on how to organize and operate a carpool program, what 
incentives could he offered, promotional literature, and 
computer matching.

The principal assistance, other than information 
and advice, the carpool coordinator can offer employers is 
the ability to use computer matching. Most early carpool 
efforts were based on some form of manual matching system. 
There were several types of these offered by different 
types of organizations for different reasons. Most were 
effective to some extent, but difficulties arise when more 
than 500 people are included in the program or the work 
area is dispersed. The advent of the computer and com
puter mapping techniques made it possible to use a much 
more scientific approach to the problem. Several companies 
and agencies had developed computer programs depending on 
the type of equipment available. Most are effective and 
Volckmann choose to use the one developed by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) since it most closely matched 
the available equipment. The computer is in Phoenix with 
a local line tie-in.

Using standardized reporting the employer could 
have their employees complete the necessary data form and 
the computer would match them with people who worked in the 
same area, lived in the same neighborhood, and had similar 
working hours. This system has certain limits (only radial
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search) "but the problem is under study. Even with the 
existing limits the system is basically sound. The coordin
ator could also provide literature to assist the employer in 
promoting the program. The real problem was in what kind of 
literature this would be. There was very little information 
available about why people carpooled and what kind of people 
pooled. Some information was available about how to organ
ize pools and what incentives others had used but little 
else was known about who would or would not pool and why. 
Volckmann decided this was a problem in marketing rather 
than planning and approcached the University of Arizona 
Marketing Department for assistance.



CHAPTER 4
THE SURVEY

Dr. John Cady accepted the problem to use in a 
class on Marketing for Non-Profit Organizations and presented 
it to the class as a possible project. Much of the prelim
inary work was done in this class, with a group, composed 
of John Hill, Jennifer Utken, and Ruth Stokes, doing the 
major work later.

The class examined the problem and discussed differ
ent ways to approach it. It was decided that before a mar
keting technique could be devised we would need to know more 
about our target market. Specifically we wanted to know:
1. Why people did or did not carpool, 2. Who pooled and 
who did not, and 3* What incentives they would need to 
begin to pool.

Different ways to secure this type of information 
were discussed and it was decided an attitude survey would 
work best. We tried to tailor the format of the survey to 
the questions rather than the questions to a fixed format. 
During two class sessions, the whole class participated and 
we listed all the ideas we could about attitudes towards 
different modes of transportation and how people viewed 
them. Dr. Cady also brought similar lists he secured from 
students in his other classes.

After considerable class discussion and additional 
discussion between our group we arrived at a series of
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ideas which fell into natural sets. One set was relatively 
straight forward and concerned itself with how the respond
ent was presently traveling to work. We decided that it 
would he useful to know the exact mode they used and how 
often they used it. We also wanted to know how far they 
lived from "bus routes, how many miles they lived from work, 
how long it took to get there, and how much it cost. Open- 
end questions were designed to get this data. See appendix 
1 for the questionnaire.

To establish a demographic base we asked the usual 
questions about age, sex, marital status and income (educa
tion was inadvertently ommitted). Additional questions were 
asked about the number of automobiles owned, drivers licenses,, 
and knowledge of what would happen to carpoolers insurance 
rates. After this demographic section we included several 
openended questions strictly about carpooling. We hoped 
these answers would give us some comparative data to use with 
the information received in the beginning of the survey.

The principal part of the survey was concerned with 
the respondent's attitude toward different modes of trans
portation (bus, individual auto, motorcycle, walking, bicy
cle, and carpool). These attributes were the ones most 
frequently mentioned in class or ideas which combined well 
enough to place them in one of the categories. In addition 
to these six, two were added for the attributes of an 
"ideal" form of transportation, and the attributes the re
spondent considered the most important in choosing a
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particular type of transportation. We used a seven point 
scale with neutral in the middle. This was the basis for 
the format and it worked quite well. The survey was then 
pretested on one of Dr. Cadys* classes and corrections made. 
Possibly due to the sophistication of college students about 
tests several errors in the survey design passed unnoticed 
(See Appendix 2).

There was some discussion about how the surveys should 
be distributed and how many there should be. The instruc
tions from Volckmann were that he wanted to concentrate on 
the specific groups they were trying to mobilize first, these 
were mainly the governmental agencies and major employers.
We decided this might unduly prejudice the results and make 
them too narrow in scope so we also included a few other 
type organizations and locations. ( For names of organiza
tions see Appendix 1-4) Hughes Aircraft Company and the 
mining companies were considered a special case and as such 
were excluded.

For the experience in interviewing technique we had 
hoped to conduct the surveys as personal interviews, but this 
proved to be too difficult to arrange due to the dispersion 
of employers, number of surveys we wanted, and the time 
available. We arbitrarily decided 300 surveys should give 
us a representative stratified sample and were about all we 
could handle in the alloted time. We managed to get 267 
distributed (24l were returned of which 225 were completed).
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In most cases we left it up to the employer to do the dis
tribution so we are not sure how random the internal distri
bution actually was. Some were done on a payroll computer 
match, some distributed by some other random method, and 
some simply left in convenient places for employees to fill 
out. Although the method of distribution was not absolutely 
random and the places selected might tend to bias the result 
slightly, a statistically valid sample was not absolutely 
required,or expected. We had a specialized target in mind 
and examination of our results indicate we probably reached 
this group. This process required the rest of the spring 
semester at which time Ruth Stokes dropped from the group.

The filled out questionnaires were collected and we 
started the process of data analysis. This presented some
thing of a problem since neither Jennifer nor I had ever had 
any courses in statistical methods or computer programming. 
Dr. Cady recommended we use the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences so we read the instruction book and analyzed 
the data according to its instructions. Since we did not 
know how to use linear regression or the other more sophis
ticated techniques we used cross-tabulation and condescript- 
ive methods. After several false starts'we arrived at a 
point where we felt competent to use the computer and get 
meaningful results. We then proceeded to process the data 
and draw some conclusions. These varied somewhat from what 
we had hypothisized in class and what our own experience 
had led us to expect.
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It had "been the general opinion of the class that 

saving money would he the reason people would carpool. We 
wanted to find out which marketing technique would induce 
these people to switch to carpooling. Our analysis led us 
to helieve that this might not really he the case. We con
cluded that while saving money was important, most people to 
whom it was important were already carpooling, or using some 
other less expensive form of transportation. We further 
found that cost was not as significant an attribute of trans
portation as we had expected. People did not consider it 
that important nor was low cost highly rated as an "ideal" 
factor. From this information we decide something other 
than cost should he stressed if carpooling was to gain new 
adherents.

A close examination of the condescriptive results of 
the data indicated that five attributes of transportation 
were consistently ranked the highest by all respondents.
These were convenience, reliability, feasibility, efficiency , 
and safety. The order might vary slightly and occassionally 
an additional attribute, usually "allows freedom", would be 
added, but cost never ranked very high. From this we decided 
that for a marketing technique to be effective it should 
indicate that carpooling could meet there criteria rather 
than stress cost savings. This is the principal recommend
ation forwarded to Volckmann as a result of the survey.



CHAPTER 5
HOW THE RESULTS ARE BEING UTILIZED

The initial result of the survey summary was to 
cause Volckmann to change his thinking somewhat. He follow
ed the ideas we recommended and changed the advertising 
technique slightly. Advertising emphasis was no longer 
confined to the economic advantage of carpooling as it had 
originally been, but on some of the other attributes people 
considered important. Simply informing them the service 
was available proved useful. How effective this was is 
illustrated by a rather amusing incident.

One of the new billboards simply says "TRY CARPOOL
ING" , in large letters with the inscription "for computer 
matching, call 884-9220." The Phoenix carpool coordinator

r,.. .  - ' • • • •borrowed several of these-as models, but they were installed 
in the Phoenix area as they were received. Shortly there
after the Tucson carpool office started to receive numerous 
phone calls from people in Phoenix wanting to be matched.
The phone number on the billboards had not been changed to 
the Phoenix number. This indicates the advertising tech
nique is having some positive effect.

Volckmann was so impressed by the results of the 
survey and what it indicated that he used it as the basis 
of his presentation on attitudes and behavior for the 
Second Annual National Carpool Coordinators' Conference in 
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Houston in December, 1975* The response was so favorable 
the entire survey report was included as part of the minutes 
of the conference and will be published in the final report. 
Apparently many other coordinators had not discovered these 
type concepts and intended to change their emphasis as a 
result.

At this point I had hoped to compare the results of
our survey with other similar surveys but according to
Volckmann, and a search of the literature, no one else has
done one. Abraham Horowitz, of General Motors'; Research
Division, has done preliminary work and devised a survey

7remarkably similar to ours. Unfortunately it is only in 
the design stage and no one has distributed it to actually 
gather and analyze data. This lack of other comparable 
data may indicate why the report was so well received in 
Houston.

The carpool program in Tucson has now reached a 
position where Volckmann has delegated much of the operation 
to an assistant. He is using his time to proceed on to the 
next logical step which envisions the use of larger vehicles 
to further reduce the number of cars. Basically this falls 
into two catagories, buses and vans.

Buses are limited in applicability in Tucson due 
to the dispersion of the population as compared to the job 
market, but they are used to a limited extent. This is 
especially true of the mining companies which run their



own shuttle service to the mines. There are also comercially 
operated services to Marana Airport and shuttles to Fort 
Huachuca. Another logical target will he Hughes Aircraft 
Company, although other efforts are being made to include 
this in the regular city bus system. This step is really 
a bit further down the road as it involves more sophisticated 
matching techniques than are currently available.

The vanpool program is about to leave the initial 
planning stage and proceed to implementation. It will be 
based on the program developed by Minnesota Minning and 
Manufacturing Company. This program was started before the 
energy crisis to relieve parking pressures and has since 
gained both in numbers and popularity. It is now generally 
used as the model by most people interested in vanpools.

There is one more major project in the mill. This 
is not being conducted locally but its results can be used 
here. The FHWA is working with a revised computer matching 
system which will eliminate some of the current problems.
Its principal advantage is that it will have improved linear 
as well as radial search capability. This will greatly 
increase the number of possible combinations for matching.
The program will also have the capability of purging names 
of people who have moved or dropped out of carpools. This 
system is expected to be tested and operational by the sum
mer of 1976. It will greatly enhance the chances for 
success of the vanpool program, since this requires larger

17
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numbers of people to be effective.

As we said earlier, air pollution abatement is a 
positive side effect of this program. Volckmann, on the 
basis of a study done by M. R. West Co., and a 55«000 person 
survey done by PAG, attributes the principal part of the 
reduction in commuter traffic to the carpool program. Con
tinued carpool success, a successful vanpool program, and a 
continuing increase in bus ridership should allow Tucson to 
meet the required federal standards for air pollution.

One additional way this is being accomplished is by 
"park and ride" and "carpool parks." Several shopping centers 
have designated areas of their parking lots as meeting places 
for carpoolers or people who want to catch the bus. This use 
is on the increase, especially at Southgate and Park Mall.
El Con has been used this way for bus connections to U. of 
A. and Tucson Community Center functions for a long time.

Another area worth exploring is how carpooling com
bines with other modes of transportation, .particularly bus 
travel. As we stated at the outset, the carpool program was 
designed to supplement the bus system not interfer with it. 
People who quit driving to ride the bus are fine, but people 
who switch from buses to carpools are of no assistance and 
in fact may damage the system if they cause a decrease in 
total bus ridership. Carpooling is part of an integrated 
transportation package and not an independent element.



CHAPTER 6
AN EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT 

In many ways the carpool program has "been unique 
from a planning standpoint. At the federal level the deci
sion was made rather offhandedly to try this approach.
There was little data to support the idea that it would "be 
useful and it was almost a panic decision "because of the 
energy crisis. The only current federal programs were the 
pilot programs in Phoenix and five other cities. These were 
concerned with alternate mode studies and had not produced 
any significant results. The Department of Transportation 
decided on a federal fund matching system and left things 
very much up to the local levels of government about how 
they wanted the programs to work locally. This is contrary 
to most federal programs which have very strict guidelines.

The federal action was not very well thought out 
from a planning standpoint. In the first place the goal was 
much too narrow. Brinegar only said,"carpooling is a means

g
immediately available to cope with the gasoline shortage."
He did not mention that the program should or would be car
ried on after the shortage abated. Neither did he make 
mention of how the program tied in with other plans not 
directly related to the gas shortage even though these con
cepts were well known at the time.

Planners in general applauded the move as a way to
get federal money to try something they had been interested
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in anyway. At the local levels they realized the broader 
implications and in fact other departments were brought in 
to coordinate the efforts since joint results could be ex
pected. .In Tucson this involved other agencies concerned with 
transportation and air pollution. Planners had been looking 
at carpooling for some time as a means of easing problems in 
both these areas but needed money to get programs started. 
Yolckmann quickly included them in his plans and opened 
effective coordination efforts to tie the carpool program in 
with other ongoing plans. This was particularly true since 
he was dealing with a regional concept rather than a purely 
local phenomenon. The program was also worked into the fra
mework of the Arizona Transportation Control Plan as it had 
statewide application.

Another thing which makes the program unique is its 
size. On the local level it is a very small operation, in 
Tucson's case really a one man show. This has several ad
vantages. Yolckmann was able to decide how he wanted to 
proceed and pretty much run things to suit himself. He was 
later supplemented by a small staff but still is not really 
responsible to anyone but himself and the PAG Director. For 
a person so inclined this could be an ideal setup for empire 
building. The strings to other agencies are tenuous at best 
and it is being funded with federal money. It is a position 
which makes it easy to take credit and pass blame.

Carpool ridership figures are going to be rather
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vague at best. Without an accurate reporting system it is 
difficult to know how many people are actually carpooling. 
Certain assumptions can be made due to decreased peak load 
traffic counts, but these are at best a guess. The M.R.
West Co. study and the survey PAG did in October are the 
only accurate information available and these were one-time 
samples. There is no method of up-dating this information. 
Because of this the coordinator can easily take credit for 
an increase in carpool ridership due to his brilliant cam
paign or pass the lack of improvement on to employers for 
not providing proper incentives and support. Fortunately 
Yolckmann has done neither although there has been a sub
stantial rise in carpooling (from 1.2 to 1.4 ppv according 
to PAG's survey). He is quick to attribute this to the 
cooperative efforts of employers. This kind of attitude 
goes a long way toward making a program of this type work.

The most serious criticism of the program is that it 
is not in the correct niche within the governmental struc
ture. Technically it is an operational function. As such 
it should not be part of PAG which is only supposed to be a 
coordinating agency. From Yolckmann's point of view this 
has certain advantages. For all intents and purposes it 
makes him his own boss. While this is nice on a personal 
level it leads to some administrative problems. Being in 
PAG rather than PAGTPP (Pima Association Of Governments 
Transportation Planning Program) he is physically separated
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from the rest of the transportation planning staff. This 
means he is not necessarily cognizant of all the transporta
tion planning going on, and more importantly is not respon
sible to integrate his operation into the whole. Fortunately 
he has taken it upon himself to do this. As a planning func
tion the program should be part of PAGTPP and this would be 
a logical place for it. If it is in fact strictly an oper
ational function it should be part of the city transportation 
or county transportation or air quality departments, prob
ably the latter since it is an area wide function. At the 
outset no one could really decide what to do with it so they 
made it a separate entity and assigned it to PAG. In prac
tice this has worked out rather well, but can add to further 
problems in another area. j

PAG now has an operational function within its 
structure. This is contrary to what many people believe an 
association of governments' role should be. They feel it 
should be strictly a coordinating agency. In future it will 
be difficult not to be saddled with more of these kind of 
functions no one else wants, since the precedent has been set. 
This will increasingly move PAG into an operational role 
rather than strictly a coordinating one and be an opening 
wedge toward increased metro government. Whether this is 
good or bad depends on a persons point of view but it is a 
realistic appraisal of the situation and adherents of metro 
government will use it to their advantage. This will be 
especially true if it successfully crosses jurisdictional
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lines.

Yolckmanns* handling of the problem both as a plan
ner and director of operations has been excellent. He real
ized at the beginning that data was lacking and immediately 
made efforts to correct this deficiency by his contact with 
the University of Arizona. He was able to successfully 
combine his role as a planner, and organize the direction 
he wanted to take at the same time he was implementing the 
program. He left enough feedback capability in the system 
so he was able to quickly adapt to the new ideas presented 
by the survey results., His assessment of how to proceed with 
the problem was outstanding. Rather than jump into some
thing such as vanpooling, which might produce spectactular 
results he concentrated on the main goal until it was firmly 
in hand and then proceeded in a rational progression to more 
sophisticated concepts. Since I was not involved in the pro
gram at this time I can only make this general assessment of 
his methodology based on the results of his work, but I 
believe it is accurate.

Yolckmanns' plan had regional application. To make 
sure it was also integrated into the general planning picture 
of Pima County he set up an idea exchange system with PAGTPP. 
This insured that the two agencies were working in the same 
direction and that what they did supplemented each other 
rather than working at cross purposes. This same sort of 
arrangement was also worked out with the Pima County Air
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Quality Control Agency. Volckmann was careful to make sure 
this plan was in conformity with existing direction and 
"because of its direction would enhance it. These lines of 
communication remain open and new ideas on all fronts can 
quickly and effectively he included in the total plan for 
the area. This means the carpool program is now part of an 
effective whole plan rather than a separate entity operating 
on its own.



CHAPTER 7
. A PERSONAL ASSESSMENT

On a personal level I learned several thing from 
this experience. Some were purely technical and others 
applied to planning in general. Foremost was the realization 
that planning is not done in a vacuum hut generally in con
cert with other people, most of whom you have no control 
over. The ability of the participants to share work, ideas, 
credit, and blame is going to make the process operate or 
fail. It is imperative that the people see each others' 
point of view and are able to work out problems with a min
imum of friction. In this I was fortunate and few problems 
arose. The most serious would be when Jennifer and I would 
have difficulty agreeing on the exact meaning of some of 
the ideas suggested by the survey data results. This was 
usually as a result of our lack of understanding of data 
analysis. We sometimes did not understand how the data 
should be interpreted and differed on its significance. 
Generally we were able to come to an understanding about 
this.

More in the same vein, I found I had to be tolerant 
of the non-planning people with whom I had to work. These 
fell into two groups. One was the administrators from the 
different companies and organizations who had to distribute, 
monitor, and return the surveys. They were not always as
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aware of the urgency of the problem as we would have liked.
As a result we sometimes had difficulty getting all the 
surveys back in a timely manner. We had difficulty with 
some in stressing that we were after random samples, espe
cially as we did not know exactly what random samples were 
and how they were arrived at. As a result the level of 
randomness between organizations is not the same. With some 
tact these problems could usually be explained and resolved, 
although it made the process go slower than we had anticipated.

A second set of problems was with the respondents 
themselves. Several questionnaires were filled out by res
pondents who felt they were either under duress to do it 
because the boss said to, or felt the process was a waste 
of time. %ain there was procrastination which glowed the 
process. In general we felt most respondents were responsive 
and helpful. They seemed to understand the problem and 
what the questionnaire meant.

On the basis of the answers to many of the openended 
questions I still wish we could have conducted this as a 
personal interview type questionnaire. This would have 
given us an opportunity to further explore the respondents 
ideas about concepts such as expense and convenience.
This approach might have been used and we could have reduced 
the number of people we wanted to interview. It was a 
matter of trade-offs and we decided our lack of interviewing 
experience would most likely not allow us to get sound
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answers. In this respect I "believe we were probably correct. 
In future I would try to go the other way though. I believe 
I learned enough from this survey to design a questionnaire 
which I could handle in an interview. I would also test it 
on a sample more akin to what my real sample would.be.

From a purely technical point we took too long to 
do the survey and determine the results. Me should have 
established a PERT Chart at the beginning and tried to stay 
within its time frame. Having 20-20 hindsight I realize 
this would have been very difficult to accomplish due to our 
lack of experience in sample surveying. Me would have, and 
in fact did, grossly underestimate how long the process 
would take.

Our unfamiliarity with statistical..analysis caused 
us to use very simple techniques and as a result, although 
the data we gathered was excellent, we did not take full 
advantage of it. The only remedy I can suggest for this is 
a statistical analysis course before attempting an intern
ship where this knowledge.will be needed.

In summation I believe the experience was as value- 
able in learning what I did wrong as in what I did right.
It should make future decisions about how to plan easier.
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APPENDIX #2.
SURVEY CRITIQUE

While tabulating the data it became apparent that 
there were several design errors in the survey. Some were 
of little consequence, simply making data difficult to 
transfer to processing cards, but there were a few which 
tended to mislead the respondent. The first of these is 
on page 59 of Appendix #1. The opening sentence should have 
read; "For the purpose of this survey, please define a car- 
pool as a car with a driver and at least one rider, even if 
that rider is a member of your own family." Some respondents 
apparently did not feel having a member of their own family 
as a rider constituted a carpool, but this meets the estab
lished criterion.

There is a minor error on page A.#1-62. The sample 
line should have had the same alignment as the lower part 
of the page, i.e. "Extremely important" should have alined 
with "Extremely important."

There is a problem on page A.#1-63 with the second
question. We received several answers where the respondent
marked the block "always" for one mode of transportation and
then marked an additional block for another mode. (Example:
Always- Individual Auto, Sometimes_ Carpool.) This led to
totals in excess of 100$ for modes and catagories. The
problem might have been overcome by the use of "exclusively"
rather than "always" but this does not appear to be the case.
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This really seems to he a respondent reading problem rather 
than a design deficiency, and I am not sure what can be done 
about it other than administering the survey. It might have 
been possible to ask what percentage of the time each mode 
was used but this still might not have solved the problem.

One serious error was in the demographic section. A 
question was inadvertently ommited on education level attained. 
As a result of this we were not able to cross tabulate with 
this information. Another error was in the scaling of fam
ily income. We should have used a standard breakdown (U.S. 
Census City and County Book) or at least a scale where all 
the intervals were of the same magnititude.

The question on drivers licenses could have been 
deleted. The response rate was so close to 100fo it was 
meaningless, and the length of time they had it provided 
no useful information either.

The most serious deficiency was in the design of
one of the openended questions. This was the question :
(A.#1-65) "Have you ever carpooled to work? Yes __ No .
Why or Why not?" ______
We frequently received ambiguous answers and could not tell 
whether the respondent meant this was the reason they had 
carpooled or the reason they had quit carpooling. The 
questions should have read:
Have you ever carpooled to work? Yes___ No ___
Do you currently carpool to work? Yes __ No ___
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If the answer to either of the above was Yes, Why did you 
carpool? ______
If you carpooled in the past "but no longer do, Why did you 
stop? __________
If you do not carpool, why not? _______
Although this seems repetitious' it covers the information and 
attitudes were were looking for better.

We might have also included a question about the 
price of gasoline to see if there would be a point at which 
price would be an incentive. The reason we did not was 
because the Phoenix study did this and we decided from what 
they discovered the data was not altogether believable. We 
surmised the same would apply in Tucson, but might have 
included a question in any event for comparison purposes.

We could, and probably should have included more 
and better questions about alternative modes of transporta
tion, especially buses. Although we did not specifically 
need this information we could have tried to arrive at some 
comparison of different mode users. The data would also 
have been available to others doing research on alternate 
modes. This might have saved someone else some time and 
money since this survey was largely accomplished with vol
unteer labor and had a very high response rate.
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INTRODUCTION

This study was designed to serve as a planning guide for 
the Pima Association of Governments Carpool Program. The Car- 
pool Program has developed a promotional and technical program 
to be utilized in matching individuals interested in forming a 
carpool. These efforts are in conjunction with the Emergency 
Highway Energy Conservation Act of 1974. The main objectives 
of this study were to determine people's attitudes toward car
pooling as a form of transportation to and from work, and to 
find out what incentives would be effective in successfully 
inducing them to carpool.

Statement of the Problem
What are the reasons more people in Tucson do not carpool 

and what incentives could be introduced to encourage them to 
do so.

Scope and Limitations
The study was limited to the Greater Tucson area. There 

were 225 respondents in our sample from 17 organizations. The 
organizations were chosen deliberately by location in order 
to obtain a representative geographical sample. The majority 
of organizations employ 100 or more people. Every effort 
was made to generate a random sample within each organization.

Sources of Data
All data found in this study are primary data taken
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from the questionnaires completed by the afore-mentioned 
employees. A copy of the questionnaire is included in the 
Appendix.

Definition of Terms
Individual Auto - an automobile carrying only the driver 
Carpool - an automobile carrying the driver and at least 

one other rider

METHODOLOGY

Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire itself is patterned after a similar 

Phoenix surveyf with revisions and additions made with the 
help of a University of Arizona marketing class. In order 
to prevent any carpooling biases on the part of the respon
dents , the questionnaire is called a transportation survey; 
comparing attitudes toward six modes of transportation used 
to travel to and from work.

The questionnaire is divided into three sections. The 
first section asks for the respondents' perception of six
different modes of transportation —  individual auto, bus,

! '

walking, carpool, motorcycle, and bicycle. The next questioni
asks for their perception of an "ideal" mode of transporta
tion. This permitted a comparison between their perceptions 
of the available modes of transportation and those of a self- 
created "ideal" mode. Each of these modes was rated on a
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semantic differential scale, (numerical scales v/ere later 
developed for computer use "by assigning numbers — - seven 
high to one low —  to the semantic scale) Fourteen variables 
v/ere rated.(i.e.—  speed, cost, efficiency, etc.) These 
variables v/ere taken from an adjective list created by 100 
individuals not in the sample who were asked to list the 
characteristics they thought of when considering a form of 
transportation for use to and from work. These ratings were 
then totaled and produced a mean, which, when graphed, results 
in a profile of the perception respondents had of each mode. 
lie also asked the respondents to rate each of the variables 
on a semantic differential scale according to its importance 
to the respondent. This allowed us to determine which of 
the variables rated for each mode were the most'important.
The last tv/o questions in this section deal with how the 
respondents feel towards using each of the modes and how 
often they actually use each mode.• i

The second section of the questionnaire deals with thei
demographics of the respondents. This part describes theirI
socio-economic characteristics.(i.e.—  age, sex, income, etc.) 

The last section of the questionnaire involves open-
ended questions concerning why the respondents do or do not

i . •carpool, their awareness of existing organizational efforts
!to promote carpooling and indications of what type of incent-i

ives would induce them to carpool. Their awareness of the 
effects of carpooling on insurance rates is also measured.
All responses in the last two sections are in percentage terms.
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Data Collection

In April of 1975, a total of 26? questionnaires were 
distributed to 1? organizations throughout the Greater Tucson 
area.(see Table 1) The completed surveys were collected and 
edited for blank and incorrect copies, leaving a total of 225 
usable surveys. These surveys were then coded and keypunched. 
A total of 50 programs were processed using the S.P.S.S. pac
kage. (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)

TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION
ORGANIZATION DISTRIBUTED RETURNED
Transamerica Building 20 19Arizona Title 05 05Blanton and Company 03 03Southern Arizona Bank 05 04
Mountain Bell 20 20
Fima County Building 20 19V/oolworth's 02 02
Tucson Newspapers 
St. Mary's Hospital

20 16
25 22

Tucson Gas and Electric 20 15Federal Building 13 12
Up With People, Inc. 05 05City Hall 
Levy's
Aero-American Aircraft

20 20
30 26

(Ryan Field) 14 14
Kitt Peak (University Office) 
Davis-Monthan A.F.B. 15 10

(Civil Service/Military) 30 29
TOTAL 26? 241

l
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DATA ANALYSIS

The following is a preliminary analysis of collected, data.

Demographic Information

Age of Respondent Total Sample 3Tucson S.M.S.A.
18-24 20fo 18$
25-34 35$ 24$35-49 25# 31$
50-64 1955 26$
65-up 0155 01$

100?5 100$
Marital Status Total Sample
Married 70?b
Single 23?;Other 0755100$
Sex of Respondent 1 Total Sample
Male 54$
Female 46$100$
Family Income Total Sample Tucson S.M.S.A.
$0-5,000 07$ 34$$5,001-7,000 09$ 13$$7 ,001-9,000$9,001-11,0)0
$11,001-15 f'-O 
$15,001-20,oon

10$ 14$
15$ 15$18$ 12$21$ 05$$20,001-25,000 11$ 05$$25,001.-above 09$ 02$100$ 100$

Ir. 'I the above figures, the percentages have been
rounded off to the next highest number. Questions left 
blank or marked no answer have been excluded in all cases.
It should be noted that because vie are measuring the variation 
in attitudes and perception among modes of transportation of 
workers, sampling representation is not a crucial matter.
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variables compared. Note that the income breakdown is biased 
somewhat from the Tucson working population because the or
ganizations sampled have a high percentage of skilled workers 
resulting in a higher overall incomes.

Background Information
At the time the survey was distributed, various carpool

programs had been initiated within some of the organizations
sampled. To test the awareness of these programs we requested
answers to the questiont
DOES YOUR EMPLOYER ENCOURAGE CARPOOLING?
Yes 63$No 10fo
?/No answer 27#

100#
The higher awareness groups were at Tucson Gas and Electric 
(93#). Mountain Bell (90#), Levy's (80#), Davis Monthan A.F.B. 
(64#), City Hall (60#), and the County Building (58#).

Mountain Bell employs 25# of all the carpoolers surveyed, 
with Tucson Gas and Electric and Aero-American Aircraft employ 
ing 13# each. Both Mountain Bell and Tucson Gas and Electric 
had high ratings on the above awareness question and seem to 
have already incorporated a carpool promotional program. 
Aero-American Aircraft has no formal carpooling program, but 
the extreme distance from the city center (1? miles) leads to 
employee carpooling. .

Besides asking if their employers encourage carpooling,
!we also asked how they encouraged it. The awareness level
!

and the actual carpooling occuring may be associated with the
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organizations ability to communicate and provide some real 
incentives. Those efforts most often mentioned were: prefer
ential parking and a matching system. Because of the question
naire design, we were unable to determine if either of these 
promotional devices induced anyone to start carpooling who was 
not carpooling already. These are incentives already incorp
orated by some of the organizations sampled.

The most mentioned incentives that the respondents said 
would induce them to carpool were: a.matching system, financial 
savings, and compatible/reliable people. Twenty-four percent 
of the respondents said that NOTHING would be an incentive for 
them to carpool.

We also sought to test the respondents awareness of the 
effects of carpooling on auto insurance rates with the question: 
WHAT DO YOU THINK CARPOOLING WOULD DO TO THE PRICE OF YOUR 
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE?
Raise it 18?& 
Lower it 18$ 
Stay the same 37% 
?/No answer 27#

100#
A total of 82# of the respondents were unaware that carpooling 
would lower their auto insurance rates.

Frofiles-General Information
For purposes of simplicity, we have developed profiles 

of representative groups of respondents for camparison. In 
all cases, the answers of those who always used and often used 
the individual auto or carpooling were almost identical and 
will be considered as one group from now on —  either individual
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auto drivers or carpoolers,

First we will be dealing with three comparative • groups: 
l)those who drive individual autos; 2)those who carpool; 3) 
those who use an alternate mode of transportation, lie com
pared their answers to the following question:
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT USING THE FOLLOWING AS A FORM OF TRANS-, 
PORTATION TO AND FROM WORK? (see Chart 1)
While all three rated the modes currently used for transporta
tion higher than the others did, the modes most favored over
all were the individual auto and carpooling.

These preferences held true when we asked the respondents 
what modes they actually used:
HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AS A FORM OF
TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK? (see Table 2)
Mode Always/ Often

11 #  •00#
29#66#
03#01#01#

Til# •
The percentages total over 100 because some respondents marked 
more than one mode as that which is most frequently used. The 
highest percentage of those surveyed were individual auto 
drivers (66#) and carpoolers (29#) and because those are the 
people with whom we are most concerned, our analysis will 
deal principally with these groups. The alternate mode users 
(16#) will be discussed only when the information is relevant.

Bus
Taxi
Carpool
Individual Auto 
Bicycle 
Walking 
Motorcycle



CHART 1

OVERALL, HOW DO YOU FEEL TOWARDS USING THE FOLLOWING AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION 
TO AND FROM WORK?

motorcycle

carpbol

taxi

walking

individual auto 

bus

bicycle

i i/I
A/

//
£/ /f

i
2ii i

$

individual auto users ...... alternate mode userscarpoolers



TABLE 2

HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AS A MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND 

FROM WORK?

/ / I ■i
& eg

bus _ 6 / 1 8 / 1 9 / 3 0 / 1 4 7

taxi 0 / 0 / 1 7 5 / 2 1 3

carpool 2 9 / 3 4 / 3 6 / 31 / 90

individual auto 9 7 / 51 / 3 4 / 2 9 / 12

bicycle 3 / 4 / 9 / 1 2 / 1 9 1

walking 2 / 1 / 2 / 1 4 / 201.

motorcycle 0 / 2 / 3 / 6 / 2 0 9

There is a discrepancy in totals because some respondents marked one mode as ALWAYS 
and also marked an additional mode in some other box. .
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Perception of the Ideal Form of Transportation by the 
Total Sample

All profiles presented hereafter have basically the 
same combination of variables for the "ideal" mode of 
transportation as the total sample profile, (see Chart 2)
The perception of the "ideal" is almost the same regardless 
of the mode of transportation used.' (see Chart 3) Because 
of this, the profile is standard and will not be included 
on further comparisons and analysis, unless there is a major 
deviation from this norm.

Importance of Variables for the TotalSample
Five variables -- convenience, reliability, safety, 

feasibility and efficiency —  showed up as the highest rated 
on the total sample profile of the "ideal" mode of trans
portation and the total sample profile of the importance of 
the variables. (see Chart 2) These same five variables were 
consistently considerd the most important by every profile 
group. Those variables rated consistently unimportant were 
status, used by people like me and excitement. The other 
variables varied in importance depending on the profile group 
and will be mentioned later.
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CHART 2. TOTAL SAMPLE.
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Rating of Ideal form of transportation
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CHART 3. PERCEPTION OF THEIR IDEAL.
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Perception of Importance of Variables by Individual Auto 
Drivers/Carpoolers

Chart 4 shows some small but important deviations from 
the norm of certain variables. The major deviation occurs 
with regard to perception of the importance of environmental 
soundness in a mode of transportation. The total survey 
rated it 5*6. The carpoolers consider it more important 
rating it 5.9* Individual auto drivers» however, consider 
it less important than the norm, giving it 5.4.

The total sample rated freedom as 5*8. Individual 
auto drivers considered it more important giving it 5*9 and 
carpoolers found it less important giving it 5*5

Individual auto drivers feel that cost is less import
ant than the norm found it, giving it a 5*5 rating to their 
5.6. Carpoolers were more cost concious rating it 5*8.

13
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CHART 4. PERCEPTION OF IMPORTANCE

£
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Perception of an Individual Automobile by Individual Auto 
Drivers/Carpoolers

As previously shown in Chart 1, the individual auto is 
quite favorably perceived, especially by individual auto 
drivers. There is a discrepancy, however, in the perception 
of efficiency, freedom, and environmental soundness of the 
individual auto by the carpoolers and the individual auto 
drivers as shown by Chart 5* Because efficiency is one of 
the five most important variables, we wll discuss it first. 
Individual auto drivers consider the auto an efficient mode 
of transportation, rating it 5«1 on the scale. Carpoolers 
perceive the individual auto as less efficient, rating it 
4.5.

There is a .? spread between the individual auto 
drivers perception of the environmental soundness of the 
individual auto and the carpoolers perception. Individual 
auto drivers gave it 3.5 and the carpoolers 2.8.

Freedom is the highest rated variable by the individual 
auto drivers, receiving 6.9. Carpoolers feel it offers

i
somewhat less freedom, rating it 6.6.
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CHART 5. PERCEPTION OF AN INDIVIDUAL AUTO AS A MODE OF 
TRAVEL TO GET TO AND FROM WORK.
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Perception of Carpooling by Individual Auto Drivers/ 
Carpoolers

There are four major discrepancies between the percep
tion of carpooling by carpoolers and by individual auto 
drivers, each totaling 1.0 or more.

The first discrepancy is in their perception of car- 
poolings' convenience. Carpoolers rated it 4.3* The indi
vidual auto drivers feel it is less convenient, rating it 
3.2, lower by 1.1 points.

Carpoolers feel that carpooling is a reliable mode of 
transportation giving it a 4.9 rating. Individual auto 
drivers rated it only 3»9 » for a 1.0 discrepancy.

The efficiency variable was the highest rated of the 
five most important variables with a 5*7 by the carpoolers 
and 4.7 by the individual auto drivers, another 1.0 spread.

The largest discrepancy was in the variable,-"used by
people like me." Carpoolers definately identify with car-!
pooling, rating it 6.0 Individual auto drivers do not 
picture themselves as carpoolers and gave it a 4.5 rating, 
for a 1,5 spread. Although this is not one of the most 
important variables this is a very large spread.
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CHART 6. PERCEPTION OF CARPOOLING AS A MODE OF TRAVEL 
GET TO AND FROM WORK.
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GROUP PROFILES

Profile of Respondents Who Carpool for Economic Reasons 
There are thirty-two respondents in this group- 63^ 

are under 35 years of age and 66$ are male. Sixty-nine 
percent are married and 50$ earn over $151000 per year. 
Sixty-three percent own two or more autos and 59# presently 
carpool.

There are major discrepancies in the way these
respondents view the 
following variables:

individual auto and carpooling on the

Variable Individual
Auto Carpool Spread

Convenience* 6.6 3.7 2.9
Reliability* 5.5 4.4 1.1
Efficiency* 4.6 5.6 1.0
Freedom 6.8 3.1 3-7
Expense 2.4 5.4 3.0
Environmental Soundness 3.3 5.7 2.4
Speed 6.2 4.7 1.5
Comfort 6.3 4.9 1.4

* important variable

See Chart ?•
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CHART ?. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO CARPOOL FOR 
ECONOMIC REASONS.
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Profile of Respondents Who Carpool Because They Ride with 
Family, Neighbors, or Friends

There are 21 respondents in this group - $2% are under 
35> 76% are female, 57% are married, 70% earn under $15,000 
per year, 52% have only one auto, and 48% presently carpool.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the 
following variables;

Individual
Variable Auto Carpool Spread
Reliability* 6.5 3.9 2.6
Efficiency* 5.7 4.9 0.6
Freedom 6.7 3.0 3.7
Expense 2.5 5.1 2.6
Environmental Soundness 3.1 5.6 2.5
Speed 6.2 4.6 1.6
Comfort 6.0 5.2 0.8

* important variable 
See Chart 8.
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CHART 8. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO CARPOOL BECAUSE 
THEY RIDE WITH SOMEONE IN THEIR OWN FAMLIY, A 
FRIEND, OR A NEIGHBOR.
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Profile of Respondents Who Carpool for Reasons of Convenience 

There are 19 respondents in this group - 68% are under 
35 years of age, 68% are male, 63% are married, 42% earn 
between $7,000 and $11,000 per year, 68% have only one auto, 
and 63% live 5 or fewer miles from work.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the
following variables:

Individual
Variable Auto Carpool Spread
Convenience* 5-9 4.2 1.7
Reliability* 5.8 5.1 0.7
Efficiency* 4.9 5.6 0.7
Freedom 6.6 3.2 3.4
Expense 3-0 5.9 2.9
Environmental Soundness1 3.1 5.2 2.1
Speed 5.8 4.5 1.5
Comfort 6.3 5.3 1.0
Used by people like me 5.9 5.1 0.8
Relaxing

*important variable 
See Chart 9.

3.9 4.6 0.7
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relaxed

CHART 9. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO CARPOOL FOR 
REASONS OF CONVENIENCE.
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Profile of Respondents Who Do Not Carpool Because Their 
Hours Vary, No One Lives Near By, or No One Works in the 
Same Area,

There are 15 respondents in this group - 6k% are over 
35 years of age, 677$ are men, 67$ are married, 66% earn over 
$11,000 per year, 60% have only one auto, and 33% have tried 
carpooling.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the 
following variables:
Variables Individual

Auto Carpool Spread
Convenience* 6.3 2.9 3.4
Feasibility* 5-5 3.6 1.9
Reliability* 5,7 4.5 1.2
Efficiency* 4.1 4.8 0.7
Freedom 6.7 2.8 3.9
Expense 2.7 4.8 2.1
Speed 5.7 3.6 2.1
Environmental Soundness 3.0 4.9 1.9
Used by people like me 5.3 3.8 1.5
Exciting 3.5 4.4 0.9
Comfort 6.1 .5.3 0.8

* important variable
See Chart 10.
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CHART 10. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO DO NOT CARPOOL
BECAUSE THEIR HOURS VARY, NO-ONE LIVES NEAR-BY,
OR NO-ONE WORKS IN THE SAME AREA.
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Profile pf Respondents Who Do Not Carpool Because It is 
Inconvenient or Restricts Freedom

There are 15 respondents in this group - 60# are under 
35 years of age, 60# are male, 53# are married, 60# earn 
over $9 , 0 0 0 per year, 53% own two autos, 20# have tried 
carpooling, and 33% said nothing would be an incentive to 
start carpooling.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the 
following variables:

IndividualVariable Auto Carpool Spread
Convenience* 6 . 6 2.5 4.1
Reliability* 5.6 3.3 2.3
Feasibility* 5.8 4.3 1.5
Efficient* 5.4 4.5 0.9
Safety* 5.2 4.6 0 . 6

Freedom 6.9 1 . 6 5.3
Used By People Like Me 6 . 1 3.5 2 . 6

Speed 6.4 4.0 2.4
Relaxing 5.2 3.3 1.9
Comfort 6 . 2 4.3 1.9
Environmental Soundness 3-5 5.2 1.7
Expense 3.0 4.7 1.7
Excitement 4.7 3.7 1 . 0

* important variable
See Chart 11.
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CHART 11. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO DO NOT CARPOOL .
BECAUSE IT IS INCONVENIENT AND/OR IT RESTRICTS 
FREEDOM.
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Profiles of Respondents Who Do Not Carpool Because They Do 
Not Want to or do not Like Itmrnrn+mmmmm mtmmrnm mmammm mmmmmrnm

There are 14 respondents in this group - 57% are under 
35 years of age, 71% are male, 57% are married, 64# earn 
over $1 1 , 0 0 0 per year, 57% own only one auto, 14 % have 
tried carpooling and 50% said nothing would induce them to 
carpool.
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The major discrepancies in this profile were in the 
following variables:
Variable

Individual
Auto Carpool Spread

Convenience* 6 . 1 3.1 3.3
Reliability* 6.4 3.6 2 . 8

Feasibility* 5.4 3.8 1 . 6

Efficiency* 5.4 4.6 0 . 8

Safety* 5.7 4.9 0 . 8

Freedom 6.7 2 . 8 3.9
Speed 6 . 1 3.6 2.5
Comfort 6.4 4.5 1.9
Environmental Soundness 3.9 5.2 1.3
Expense 4.0 5.2 1 . 2

Relaxation 4.8 3.9 0.9
Used by People Like Me 4.9 4.3 0 . 6

* important variables
See Chart 12.
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CHART 12. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO DO NOT CARPOOL
BECAUSE THEY DO NOT WANT TO OR SEE NO REASON
FOR IT.
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Profiles of Respondents Who Do Not Carpool Because No One 
Lives Nearby

There are 13 respondents in this group - 5 ^  are over 
35 years of age, 62% are male, 77% are married, 5̂ % earn 
over $9 , 0 0 0 per year, 5k% only own one auto, none have ever 
tried carpooling, and 36% said a matching system would be 
an incentive to carpool.
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The major discrepancies in this profile were in the 
following variables:
Variable

Individual
Auto Carpool Spread

Convenience* 6.9 3.6 3.3
Reliability* 6.7 4.2 2.5
Safety* 5.8 5.0 0 . 8

Freedom 7.0 2 . 8 4.2
Speed 6.3 3.5 2 . 8

Expense 2.5 4.8 2.3
Environmental Soundness 3.4 5.5 2.1
Comfort 6.6 4.7 1.9
Relaxation 5-1 3.9 1.2
Used By People Like Me 5.7 5.2 0.5
Status 4.7 4.2 0.5

* important variable
See Chart 13.

1
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CHART 13. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO DO NOT CARPOOL 
BECAUSE NO-ONE LIVES NEAR-BY.
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Profile Of Respondents Who Do Not Carpool Because They Need 
Their Auto Before And After Work

There are seven respondents in this group, 57% are 
between 25 and 34 years of age, all are female, 57% are mar
ried, 57% earn over $1 1 ,0 0 0 per year, 66% have two or more 
autos, 20% said nothing would induce them to carpool, and 
another 20% said a matching system would be an incentive.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the
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following variabless 
Varabile

Individual
Auto Carpool Spread

Convenience* 6.3 2.3 4.0
Feasibility* 6 . 0 4.0 2 . 0

Reliability* 4.8 3.2 1 . 6

Safety* 5-3 4.8 0.5
Freedom 7.0 1 . 8 5.2
Expense 2 . 0 5.0 3.0
Used By People Like Me 6.3 3.3 3.0
Environmental Soundness 2 . 8 4.7 1.9
Speed 6.3 5.0 1.3
Comfort 6.3 5.2 1 .1

* important variable 
See Chart 14.
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CHART 14. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO DO NOT CARPOOL 
BECAUSE THEY NEED THEIR CAR BEFORE AND/OR 
AFTER WORK.
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Incentives Chosen By Respondents
Profile Of Those Who Said Compatible And/Or Reliable People 
And Hours. Convenience. And A Matching System Would Be An 
Incentive To Carnool

There are 51 respondents in this group - 69# are under 
35 years of age, 50# are male, 65# are married, 50# earn 
between $9 , 0 0 0 and $2 0 , 0 0 0 per year, 53# only own one autof 
6l% have tried carpooling and 10% presently carpool. A 
breakdown of their incentives indicate that 40# might use 
a matching system, 28# said compatible/reliable people would 
be an incentive, 20# said convenience would be an incentive, 
and 12# said compatible hours would be. These often overlap 
because some respondents gave more than one reason.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the
following variables:

Individual
Varabile Auto Carpool Spread
Convenience* 6 . 6 3.4 3.2
Reliability* 5.6 4.2 1.4
Feasibility* 5.4 4.5 0.9
Safety* 5.2 4.7 0.5
Freedom 6.7 2.9 3.8
Expense 2.9 5.0 3.1
Environmental Soundness 3.1 5.3 2 . 2

Comfort 6 . 0 4.8 1 . 2

Used By People Like Me 5.8 4.9 0.9
Relaxing
* important variable 
See Chart 15.

4.3 3.8 0.5
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CHART 15. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHOSE INCENTIVE TO 

CARPOOL WOULD BE EITHER/OR A MATCHING SYSTEM, 
RELIABLE PEOPLE, CONVENIENCE, AND COMPATIBLE 
HOURS.
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Profile Of Respondents For Whom Nothing Would Be An Incentive 
To Carpool

There are 40 respondents in this group - 57% are over 
35 years of age, other demographic information was not avail
able but should not be significant.

The major discrepancies in this group are in the
following variables:
Variable

Individual
Auto Carpool Spread

Reliability* 6.4 3.2 3.2
Feasibility* 5.6 3.5 2 .1

Efficiency* 5.6 3.8 1 .8

Convenience* 6 . 2 2.7 1.5
Safety* 6 . 0 4.6 1.4
Freedom 6.9 2 . 1 4.8
Comfort ! 6 . 6 3.9 2.7
Speed 6 . 2 3.7 2.5
Used By People Like Me 5.6 4.0 1 . 6

Relaxing 4.9 3.4 1.5
Expense 3-5 4.7 1 . 2

Environmental Soundness 4.2 5.1 0.9

* important variable
See Chart 16.
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CHART 16. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS TO WHO NOTHING WOULD
BE AN INCENTIVE TO CARPOOL.
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Profile Of Those Respondents Whose Incentive For Carpooling 
Would Be For Economic Reasons

There are 27 respondents in this group - 59% are under 
35 years of age, 67% are male, 67% are married, 52% earn 
less than $1 1 ,0 0 0 per year, 5&% have only one auto, 7&% 
have tried carpooling, 33% presently carpool, and 38% do 
not carpool because the do not want to.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the
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following variables:
Individual

Variable Auto Carpool Spread
Reliability* 5.9 4.3 4.6
Convenience* 6.4 3.5 2.9
Efficiency* 4.4 5.2 0 . 8

Feasibility*
1

6 . 1 5.4 0.7
Freedom i 6.7 2.9 3.8
Expense .. 2.5 5.2 2.7
Environmental Soundness! 3.0 5.6 2 . 6

Speed 6 . 1 4.2 1.9
Comfort 6.3 5.0 1.3
Used By People Like Me 5-9 5.0 0.9
Exciting 3.6 4.5 0.9

* important variable
See Chart l?.

i



CHART 17. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHOSE INCENTIVE
TO CARPOOL WOULD BE FOR ECONOMIC REASONS.
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Profiles Of Those Respondents Whose Incentive To Carpool 
Would Be A Matching System

There are 20 respondents in this group - 85% are under 
35 years of age, 65# are female, 75# are married, 50# earn 
between $11,000 and $20,000 per year, 55# have carpooled 
at one time, 15# presently carpool, and 40# do not carpool 
at present because they do not know of anyone who lives close 
to them.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the 
following variables:
Variable

i Individual 
Auto Carpool Spread

Reliability* 5.6 4.3 2.3
Convenience* 6.5 4.3 1 . 2

Efficiency* 4.6i 5.5 0.9
Feasibility*

1 •
5-5 4.8 0.7

Freedom 6.7 3.2 3.5
Environmental Soundness 3 .1 5.5 2.4
Expense 2.9 5.2 2 .1

Speed 6 . 1 4.4 1.7
Comfort 5.9 4.8 1 .1

* important variable
See Chart 18.
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CHART 18. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHOSE INCENTIVE
TO CARPOOL IS A MATCHING SYSTEM.
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Profiles Of Respondents Whose Incentive To Carpool Is 
Compatible and/or Reliable People

There are 14 respondents in this group - 71# are under 
35 years of age, 64# are male, 50# are married, 64# earn 
less than $1 1 , 0 0 0 per year, 57# only own one auto, 79# have 
carpooled in the past and 7# currently carpool.

The major discrepancies in this profile were in the 
following variables»
Variable

Individual
Auto Carpool Spread

Convenience* 6 . 6 3.2 3.4
Reliability* 5-1 3.8 1.3
Feasibility* 5.5 4.5 1 . 0

Efficiency* 4.6 5.1 0.5
Freedom 6 . 6 2.9 3.7
Environmental Soundness! 3,1 5.1 2 . 0

Used By People Like Me
i

5.8 4.8 2 . 0

Expense 3.0 4.8 1 . 8

Speed 5.8 4.2 1 . 6

Comfort 5.6 4.5 1 .1

Relaxing 4.4 3.8 0 . 6

*important variable 
See Chart 19•

i



CHART 19. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHOSE INCENTIVE TO 
CARPOOL IS COMPATIBLE AND/OR RELIABLE PEOPLE.
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Profile Of Respondents Whose Incentive To Carpool Would Be 
Convenience

There are 10 respondents in this group - 60% are under 
35 years of age, ?0% are male, 60% are married, 55# earn 
less than $11,000 per year, 60% own only one auto, ?0% have 
carpooled in the past and none are presently carpooling.
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The major discrepancies in this group are in the
following variables:

Individual
Variable Auto Carpool Spread
Convenience* 6.4 3.1 3.3
Reliability* 5.7 4.1 1 . 6

Efficiency* 5.4 4.2 1 . 2

Safety* 5.7 4.6 1 . 1

Feasibility* 5.2 4.4 0 . 8

Freedom 6.7 2.4 4.3
Speed 6 . 1 4.0 2 . 1

Expense 2 . 8 4.7 1.9
Comfort 6.4 4.7 1.7
Environmental Soundness 3.6 5.1 1.5

* important variable 
See Chart 20.
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CHART 20. PERCEPTION OF RESPONDENTS WHOSE INCENTIVE TO
CARPOOL WOULD BE CONVENIENCE.
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SUMMARY

Carpoolers consider expense and freedom less important than 
auto drivers.

Carpoolers consider environmental soundness more important 
than auto drivers. They also consider carpooling to be more 
environmentally sound.

Carpoolers rated carpooling more convenient, efficient, and 
reliable than individual auto drivers rated carpooling.

Respondents who do, or would carpool for reasons of conven
ience or economy are younger married men.

Respondents who ride with family friends, or neighbors are 
younger married females.

Six percent of the respondents (?6% male) do not carpool 
because their hours vary, or no one lives or works nearby.
An additional three percent (all female) need their car 
before or after work.

The other individual profile demographic patterns paralleled 
that of the total, sample.

Six percent of the respondents indicated driving with compat
ible, reliable people would be an incentive to carpool. An 
additional 11% of the respondents indicated convenience
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and compatible hours would be an incentive for them. Nine 
percent indicate some kind of matching system would be an 
incentive.

Seventeen percent of the respondents indicate that nothing 
would be an incentive for them to carpool. An additional 
seven percent do not carpool because they consider it in
convenient or restricting their freedom. Six percent do 
not want to or do not like it.

Of the seventeen percent who indicate nothing would be
an incentive, 20# ride the bus.:
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Conclusions
The most important conclusion we can draw from this 

study is that saving money is not the primary stimulus for 
new people to start carpooling. This is contrary to what 
had. "been hypothesized. Only of the respondents indic
ated that they would carpool to save money and of these,
59# were already carpooling. In fact, only 12# of all the 
respondents indicated that they considered economic reasons 
an incentive to carpool and 35# of these are carpooling 
already.

Examination of how all the respondents view an ideal 
mode of transportation and how much importance they attach 
to the various transportation attributes provides some in
sight into v/hy this phenomenon takes place. There were five 
attributes which consistently were ranked the highest by all 
groups. These were convenience. safety, feasibility. 
reliability, and efficiency. Since the respondents do not 
consider cost very important, it will probably not influence 
their decision about carpooling. In order to have any in
fluence on the respondents carpooling attitudes, the 
five important variables should be stressed rather than the 
economic advantages. The problem is that carpooling did 
not rate highly on any of the important variables, in the
perception of the respondents. Attempts should be made to 
improve the perception of carpooling on those five variables.

Another indicator that saving money is relatively un
important is the general lack of knowledge of what it actually
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costs to operate an automobile. Our data indicate that most 
people based their cost per mile only on the cost of gasoline 
used. Even then, the respondents underestimated gasoline 
prices. They did not include any other operating expenses 
such as oil, maintanence, depreciation or insurance. They 
were also unaware of the reduction in insurance rates given 
to carpoolersf^ Most respondents thought that insurance rates 
would stay the same or go up if they carpooled rather than 
go down. The data indicate that most respondents under
estimate their cost per mile and therefore do not see car
pooling as being substantially cheaper. Perhaps if people 
were informed about the actual cost of individual auto oper
ation as opposed to carpooling, it might become an incentive 
to carpool.

The fact that ZJfo of the respondents stated that a system 
which would match then with reliable, compatible people would 
be an incentive to carpool indicates that efforts should be 
made to follow up on this line of reasoning. Stress should 
be placed on the ability of the computer matching system to 
match potential carpoolers with people like themselves.

The Phoenix study indicated that when gas prices exceed 
^approximately 60-69# per gallon, more people would begin to

fcarpool. Some of the respondents also indicated that they 
would begin carpooling at prices which had already been 
exceeded but there was no corresponding rise in carpooling. 
Consequently, it was concluded that people do not always do
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what they say they will do. Our respondents indicated what 
incentives would induce then to carpool. Whether incorpor
ating these incentives results in a rise in the number of 
carpoolers remains to be seen.
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APPENDIX

TRANSPORTATION SURVEY

We would like you to participate in a study to determine 
how people feel about different types of transportation. Please 
read the instructions carefully and answer all questions. Once 
you have completed a section, please do not turn back to it, 
There are no right or wrong answers and all responses are to be 
anonymous and will be kept in strictest confidence.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
Pima Association of Governments
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In the first section, we will ask you what you personally think of several 
forms of transportation that you might use going back and forth to work.

For example:

SAMPLE QUESTION

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF WALKING AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK?

practical

p # /  /a ¥■
/ / ______ L _ X  / impractical

If you think that for you personally, walking to and from work is "slightly 

impractical", you would mark an "X" as in the example above.

Please read each question carefully, and remember there are no right or 
wrong answers. Please be sure to answer each question.

Please don't turn back after you have completed a question.
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For purposes of this survey, please define individual automobile as one in which the 

driver is the only person in the car.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF AN INDIVIDUAL AUTOMOBILE AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM 

WORK?

allows freedom / / z z z z restricts freedom
inconvenient / z z z z z convenient
expensive / / z z z z inexpensive

slow / / z z z z fast
reliable / z z z z z unreliable
comfortable / z z z z z uncomfortable
safe / z z z z z unsafe

upper class / z z z z z lower class

dull / z z • z z z exciting
feasible / z / z z unfeasible
environmentally / / z z z , z environmentally
sound unsound
used by people / z z z z z not used by
like me people like me
tense / z z / z z relaxed
efficient / z z z z z Inefficient
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF A MOTORCYCLE AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK?

A,

allova freedom / / / / / / restricts freedom
Inconvenient V z / / / z convenient
expensive / / / / / / inexpensive
alow / z z z z / fast
reliable / z / z / / unreliable
comfortable — jL . / / / z / uncomfortable
safe / / z z z / unsafe

igper class z / / / z 7 lover class

dull / z / z / V exciting
feasible / z z z z / unfeasible
environmentally / / / z z / environmentally
sound unsound
used by people / / z z z / not used by
like me people like me
tense z z z z z / relaxed
efficient z z / z z / inefficient
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF A BICYCLE AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK?

allova freedom
Inconvenient

expensive

•lev
reliable

comfortable

safe

upper class

dull

feasible

environmentally
sound

used by people 
like me

tense

/ / // ///
/ z / / z z
z z z z z
/ z z z z z
/ z / z z z/ z / z z z
/ z / / z z
/ z z z z z
/ z / z z z
/ z z z / z
/ / z z z z
/ / / z z z
/ z / z z z
z z / z z z

— / z ____ z z z

restricts freedom 

convenient 

inexpensive 

fast 
unreliable 

uncomfortable 

unsafe 

lover class

exciting

unfeasible

environmentally
unsound

•not used by 
people like me

relaxed
efficient inefficient
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF WALKING AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK?

allova freedom
Inconvenient

expensive

elov

reliable

comfortable

safe

tqpper class 

dull

feasible

environmentally
sound

used by people 
like me

tense

// / / ///
/ / / / z z
/ / / / z z
/ / / Z z z
/ — jL — 7 / z z
/ _ j L / / z z
/ / / / z z
/ / / / z z
/ / / / z z

- / / / V  /  ■ z z
/ / / / z z
/ / / / z z
/ / / z z z
/ / / z z z
/ / / z z z

restricts freedom 

convenient 

inexpensive 

fast 
unreliable 

uncomfortable 

unsafe 

lover class

exciting

unfeasible

environmentally
unsound

•not used by 
people like me

relaxed
efficient inefficient
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For purposes of this survey, please define a carpool as a car with a driver and 

at least one rider.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF A CARPOOL AS A FORM OP TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK?

allows freedom / z / / / z restricts freedom

inconvenient / z z / / z convenient

expensive / z / z z z inexpensive

•low / z z z z z fast
reliable / z z z z z unreliable

comfortable / z / / z z uncomfortable
safe / / z z z z unsafe

upper class / z / / z z lower class

dull / / / z z z exciting

feasible z / / z z z unfeasible

environmentally / / / z z z environmentally
sound unsound

used by people / z z z z z not used by
like me ' people like me

tense z z z z z z relaxed
efficient z z / / z z inefficient
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE BUS AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK?

allows freedom / / / / z z restricts freedom

inconvenient l / / Z z z convenient

expensive / / / / z z inexpensive

slow / / / / z z fast
reliable / / / / z z unreliable

comfortable / / / z 7 z uncomfortable
safe / < / z z z unsafe

upper class / / / z z z lower class

dull / / / z z z exciting
feasible / / / / z z unfeasible
environmentally / / / z / z environmentally
sound unsound

used by people / / / z z z not used by
like me people like me

tense / ( / z z z_ _ relaxed
efficient / t / z z z inefficient
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NOW WE'D LIKE YOU TO IMAGINE YOUR "IDEAL" FORM OF TRANSPORTATION AND ANSWER THE 

FOLLOWING QUESTION IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE PRECEDING ONES.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF YOUR "IDEAL" AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM WORK?

/ i / / / / /
allows freedom / / / / / /
inconvenient _ _ L. / / / / z CflCIVAfli

expensive t / / / z / 4 v #

slow f ( / / z z
reliable ( ( / / z z t i n y  g a l  4  o V k l  ga

comfortable / f / / z z
safe f / / / z z
cpper class / / / / z / lower class
dull / / / / z z
feasible ( 7 / / z z
environmentally / / / / z z y m n m m n f  a 11 vsound unsound
used by people / / / / z zlike me people like me
tense l f / / z z S I a I  f | V A f )

efficient ( / 7 z z z inefficient
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NOW WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO TELL US HOW IMPORTANT EACH OF THESE TRANSPORTATION 
CHARACTERISTICS IS FOR YOU PERSONALLY IN COMMUTING TO AND FROM WORK. PUT AN "X" 

IN THE APPROPRIATE BLANK.

SAMPLE

i////X  /
/

/ /
#//if

style /

YOU BEGIN HERE: 

relaxation
// 7/ / / /

/
#/#/ #  /

feasibility / / / / / /
excitement / / / / / /
safety / / / / / /
comfort / / / / / /
reliability / / / / 7 /
freedom / / / / / /
status / / / / / /
convenience ' / / / / / /
cost / / / / / /
speed / / / / / /
environmental soundness / / / / / /
used by people like me / / / / / /
efficiency / / / / / /
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OVERALL« HOW DO YOU FEEL TOWARDS USING THE FOLLOWING AS A FORM OF TRANSPORTATION

TO AND FROM WORK?

motorcycle
carpool
taxi
walking
individual auto 
bus
bicycle

HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AS A MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND 

FROM WORK?

bus
taxi
carpool
individual auto
bicycle
walking

/ 1 / / /
/ / / /

/ / / /

/ / / /

/ / / 7
/ / / /

/ / / /

/ / / /motorcycle
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WOULD YOU PLEASE PROVIDE US WITH SOME INFORMATION ABOUT YOURSELF? THE INFORMA
TION IS NEEDED FOR CLASSIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY. REMEMBER THAT ALL ANSWERS ARE 

ANONYMOUS. PUT AN "X" IN THE APPROPRIATE BLANK.

AGE

(1) 18-24 (4) 50-64

(2) 25-34 (5) 65-up

(3) 35-49

SEX

(1) male (2) female

MARITAL STATUS
(l) married ______  (2) single _______ (3) other

(5) $11,001-15,000 _______
(6) $15,001-20,000 _______
(7) $20,001-25,000 _______
(8) $25,001-up _______

FAMILY INCOME
(1) $0-5,000 ____
(2) $5,001-7,000 .
(3) $7,001-9,000 .
(4) $9,001-11,000

DO YOU OWN AN AUTOMOBILE? (l) YES _______ (2 ) NO
IF SO, HOW MANY? _______

DO YOU PRESENTLY HAVE A DRIVERS' LICENSE? (l) YES ______ (2) NO
IF SO, HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD IT? ________________ _______
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ABOUT HOW FAR IS IT FROM YOUR HOME TO THE NEAREST BUS STOP?

(1) 0-1 block (4) 6-7 blocks
(2) 2-3 blocks (5) 8-more
(3) 4-5 blocks (6) don't know

HOW MANY MILES IS IT FROM YOUR HOME TO YOUR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT? ________

HOW MUCH TIME DOES IT TAKE YOU TO TRAVEL THIS DISTANCE? ________________

HOW MUCH DO YOU ESTIMATE THAT IT COSTS YOU TO TRAVEL THIS DISTANCE DAILY?

HAVE YOU EVER CARPOOLED TO WORK? (l) YES _______ (2) NO ______ _
WHY OR WHY NOT? _______________

DOES YOUR EMPLOYER ENCOURAGE CARPOOLING? (l) YES (2) NO

(3) DON'T KNOW
IF SO, HOW?

WHAT WOULD GIVE YOU THE INCENTIVE TO START CARPOOLING?

WHAT DO YOU THINK CARPOOLING WOULD DO TO THE PRICE OF YOUR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE?
(1) RAISE IT _______ (2) LOWER IT _______ (3) STAY THE SAME _______
(4) DON'T KNOW_______

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND INVITE YOU TO COMMENT ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT

This is a supplementary report to the Pima Associations 
of Government Carpool Survey. It is divided into two cat
egories. The first part deals with the relationship between 
the respondents attitudes about carpooling and the number of 
miles they drive to work. The second part deals with some 
gereral observations about carpooling.

PART I.
While not conclusive some trends do appear when we 

compare a respondents mode of travel and the distance they 
live from their place of work. The Total Sample drive a 
mean average of 8.6 miles, ranging from 1 to 45 miles. A 
better indicator is that 83# of them drive between 3 and 
15 miles. Of the 148 respondents who always drive their ownl
auto, the mean average distance is 8.2 miles with limits of 
1 to 45 miles. Of these 75% are within a 3 to 10 mile limit. 
Of the 62 respondents who always carpool the mean average 
distance is 10.4 miles with limits of 2 to 25 miles. Of 
these 75% are in a 5 to 15 mile limit.

These figures indicate that people who carpool fall 
into a compact group more closely allied with distance than1
most other drivers. Their range is a little higher thanl
most groups. Under five miles does not seem to be an attract
ive distance to most carpoolers. The distance is probably 
too short to make it seem worthwhile. Over 15 miles fails 
to attract many either, because they frequently do not know
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of anyone who lives close who works at the same place. Of 
the respondents who indicate no one lives or works close the 
mean average distances rise dramatically to 12.7 miles. At 
this extreme distance they are probably correct. This is 
a good target group for the new computer matching technique 
using linear as well as radial search. Employers should 
be advised to stress that this service is available. Most 
employers could make a special effort to individually contact 
these long distance drivers since fuel savings with this 
group would be considerable.

The group who will be hardest to reach and convince are 
the ones who "do not want to carpool", or " do not like it." 
Fortunately they also drive the fewest miles (none over 11 
and 86% below 8 ) so fuel savings would be less than with 
others groups. Efforts should still be made towards them 
though to help reduce air pollution and traffic congestion.

Table 1 gives the data for each of the respondent 
categories. As might be expected the majority in most cases 
fall into groups who live between 3 and 15 miles.

Part II.
The information contained in this part is based on

several criterion. It is more intuitive than based on stat-!
istical evidence but I believe it is useful nevertheless.

One criterion was the general tenor of the way a re
spondent answered some of the openended questions. A second 
source are from ideas which came as a result of verbal



TABLE 1.
PROFILE GROUPS / DISTANCE RELATIONSHIP

PROFILE GROUP
NUMBER 

IN SAMPLE
DISTANCE 
TO WORK

RANGE 
LOW HIGH

AVERAGE
LIMITS

% OF 
AVERAGE

% BELOW 
AVERAGE

% ABOVE 
AVERAGE

TOTAL SAMPLE 220 8 . 6 0 0 1 45 3 - 1 5 83 8 9

ALWAYS. AUTO 148 8.24? 1 45 j 3 - 10 75 9 16

ALWAYS CARPOOL 62 10.468 2 25

1
i
! 5 - 15 75 11 14

CARPOOL FOR 
ECONOMIC REASONS

32 10.750 3 25 5 - 1 5 79 9 12

CARPOOL- RIDE 
WITH FAMILY ETC.

21 7.571 1 25 4 - 1 2 72 14 14

CARPOOL
CONVENIENCE 18 5-556 2 12 2 - 8 83 0 17
NOT CARPOOL_ NO ONi 
l i v e s / w o r k s  NEARBY

15 12.733 2 45 4 - 1 7 74 6 20

NOT CARPOOL 
INCONVENIENT

15 7.933 1 17 4 - 1 2 74 20 6

NOT CARPOOL 
NOT WANT TO

14 5.714 1 11 1 - 8 86 0 14

NOT CARPOOL - NO 
ONE LIVES NEARBY

12 7.417 3 17 3 - 1 0 75
0

25
1



TABLE 1. CONTINUED
PROFILE GROUPS / DISTANCE RELATIONSHIPS

PROFILE GROUP
NUMBER 

IN SAMPLE
DISTANCE 
TO WORK

RANGE 
LOW HIGH

AVERAGE
LIMITS

% OF 
AVERAGE

fo BELOW 
AVERAGE

% ABOVE 
AVERAGE j

NOT CARPOOL- NEED 
CAR BEFORE WORK 7 10.429 4 18 5 - 15 72 14 1 4  1
INCENTIVES 
RELIABLE PEOPLE 51 8.686 1 25 3 - 15 84 4 12

INCENTIVES
NOTHING

40 8.363 1 35 3 - 12 78 8 14

INCENTIVES 
ECONOMIC REASONS 27 8.296 1 18 3 - 13 82 7 11

INCENTIVES 
MATCHING SYSTEM

20 8.800 1 25 4 - 15 80 10 10

INCENTIVES 
COMPATIBLE PEOPLE

14 9.357 3 21 3 - 12 79 0 21

INCENTIVES
CONVENIENCE

10 6.500 2 12 3 - 10 80 10 j 10
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answers received from respondents when they returned their 
surveys. A third source, which often reinforced the other 
information received, was from people who had not filled 
out the questionnaire but were aware of its contents. They 
frequently gave opinions on ideas contained in the question
naire and offered other ideas not covered.

The major concern of respondents was that they would 
not have their car available in case of emergencies or other 
unusual circumstances if they carpooled. To get these people 
to carpool, the employer, or some other agency, will have to 
provide alternative means of transportation at these times. 
More important than this they will have to advertise this 
fact so that people will be aware of it.

Another source of concern is that carpoolers would be 
penalized for being late to work in the event of problems 
within the carpool over which they had no control. This 
usually centered on the driver picking them up late. To 
alleviate this problem employers will have to excuse carpool
ers who are late because the driver was late or drivers whoI
are late because their passengers were not ready. This, of 
course, will have to be tempered with reason but employees 
should be made aware of the fact that they will not be pen
alized through no fault of their own.

There are two special catagories of people who require 
different kinds of attention. The first is people who wish 
to carpool but do not feel they can. These would include 
handicapped people, people who have no car, do not drive, or 
do not want to drive. Advertising should stress that they
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can join carpools on a passenger only basis. The other group 
are the ones who would carpool but only if they drove all 
the time and were paid for it. They should be informed that 
it is possible to form a carpool on this basis. The car- 
pool applications should have provisions for marking these 
categories for matching purposes.

One group of people indicated that carpooling provided 
a source of companionship during the work trip. This did 
not apply to all people but seemed to be stressed more by 
the younger respondents. The current "Share a ride with a 
friend" advertising campaign seems to be founded on this 
concept and should do well, especially if directed at younger 
people. The voices on the current tape are obviously of 
middle aged people and having younger sounding actors might 
work better.

One category of people presented a special problem.
We had hypothesized that a group would develop who needed 
their auto before and after work to pick up children at 
school or babysitters. We further hypothesized that this 
group would be mostly women who were divorced, widowed or 
seperated. Although all seven respondents who needed their 
auto before and after work were indeed women, only two were 
in the category we had expected. This may be because of the 
high number of missing responses to the question about why 
they do not carpool. Based on no scientific eyidence we still 
feel this is a major reason for this group to need their auto 
before and after work. To get them to carpool it will have

I



to be possible to find them partners who will not mind this 
extra stop. A block on the carpool application might 
indicate this area of concern.
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